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RECOLLEMENTS, COMMA CATEGORIES AND MORPHIC
ENHANCEMENTS
XIAO-WU CHEN, JUE LE∗
Abstract. For each recollement of triangulated categories, there is an epiva-
lence between the middle category and the comma category associated to a
triangle functor from the category on the right to the category on the left. For
a morphic enhancement of a triangulated category T , there are three explicit
ideals of the enhancing category, whose corresponding factor categories are
all equivalent to the module category over T . Examples related to inflation
categories and weighted projective lines are discussed.
1. Introduction
The notion of a recollement is introduced in [3], which serves as a categorical
analogue to the gluing of geometric objects. Roughly speaking, a recollement is
given by six triangle functors among three triangulated categories,
T ′ i // T j //
iλxx
iρ
ff T
′′
jλxx
jρ
ff(1.1)
where we view T as glued from T ′ and T ′′.
On the other hand, forming the comma category along a given functor is a
standard way to glue two categories. For a functor F : C → D, the comma category
(F ↓ D) is defined such that its objects are given by morphisms f : F (C) → D in
D. If C = D and F is the identity functor, the comma category coincides with the
morphism category mor(C) of C. In (1.1), we consider the functor iρjλ : T
′′ → T ′
and form the comma category (iρjλ ↓ T
′).
The first result compares the above two ways of gluing. Recall that a functor
F : C → D is an epivalence, provided that it is full and dense, and detects iso-
morphisms between objects. Consequently, there is a bijection between the sets of
isomorphism classes of objects in C and D.
Theorem A. For any recollement (1.1), there is an epivalence
Φ: T −→ (iρjλ ↓ T
′).
We mention that Theorem A is inspired by the characterization theorem for
a morphic enhancement. Recall from [14, Appendix C] that a triangle functor
i : T ′ → T is a morphic enhancement of T ′, provided that it fits into a recollement
(1.1) such that T ′′ = T ′ and (iρ, jλ) is an adjoint pair. We mention that the
definition given here is equivalent to the original [14, Definition C.2]; see the proof
of [14, Theorem C.1 and Proposition C.3 a)].
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For the morphic enhancement i : T ′ → T , we identify iρjλ with IdT ′ via the
counit of (iρ, jλ). Therefore, the epivalence in Theorem A takes the form
Φ: T −→ mor(T ′).
This recovers the implication “(2)⇒ (1)” of [14, Theorem C.1]. We apply Theorem
A to the standard recollement for a one-point extension, and recover [9, Appendix,
Proposition 1].
We mention that morphic enhancements appear as the first level in towers of
triangulated categories; see [12]. We point out a related result [17, Proposition 4.10]
on the gluing of pretriangulated dg categories, although Theorem A and its proof
are completely different.
Denote by mod-T ′ the module category over T ′, that is, the category of finitely
presented contravariant functors from T ′ to the category of abelian groups. The
following well-known functor
Cok: mor(T ′) −→ mod-T ′
sends a morphism f : X → Y to the cokernel functor Cok(T ′(−, f) : T ′(−, X) →
T ′(−, Y )).
The second result realizes, for each morphic enhancement i : T ′ → T , the module
category mod-T ′ as a factor category of the enhancing category T by an idempotent
ideal.
Theorem B. Let i : T ′ → T be a morphic enhancement, which fits into the rec-
ollement (1.1). Then the composite functor Cok ◦ Φ induces an equivalence
T /(Im jλ + Im jρ)
∼
−→ mod-T ′.
Here, Im jλ and Im jρ denote the essential images of jλ and jρ, respectively. In
the above equivalence, the left hand side denotes the factor category of T modulo
the idempotent ideal generated by the full subcategory Im jλ + Im jρ.
In the situation of Theorem B, both the functors jλ and jρ are morphic enhance-
ments of T ′. Applying Theorem B to them, we actually obtain three functors
T −→ mod-T ′,
each of which induces an equivalence between mod-T ′ and a factor category of T
by a certain full subcategory.
The above three functors recover [19, Corollary 1.3] in a uniform way, which re-
late the stable inflation category inf(A) of a Frobenius exact category A to the
module category over the stable category of A. Indeed, the canonical functor
A → inf(A), sending any object to its identity endomorphism, is a morphic en-
hancement; see [11]. We mention that [19, Corollary 1.3] generalizes and extends
the main results of [23] and [7], which relate, for a selfinjective algebra A of finite
representation type, the stable submodule category S(A) over A to the module
category mod-Λ over the stable Auslander algebra Λ.
The category T is triangulated, but the module category mod-T ′ is abelian.
Therefore, Theorem B yields new examples for the general phenomenon: a certain
factor category of a triangulated category might be an abelian category; compare
[23, Section 8].
The structure of the paper is straightforward. In Section 2, we recall basic
facts on recollements. We study the intertwining isomorphism and Mayer-Vietoris
triangles. We prove Theorem A (= Theorem 3.2) in Section 3 and Theorem B (=
Theorem 4.4) in Section 4.
We apply Theorem B to various inflation categories in Section 5. In Proposi-
tion 5.1, we relate, for each p ≥ 2, the stable vector bundle category vect-X(2, 3, p)
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on the weighted projective line of weight type (2, 3, p) to the Z-graded preprojec-
tive algebra Πp−1 of type Ap−1. By combining the work [16] and [23], we obtain
an equivalence
vect-X(2, 3, p)/V2
∼
−→ modZ-Πp−1
between the factor category of vect-X(2, 3, p) by the full subcategory V2 consisting
of all vector bundles of rank two, and the stable graded module category over Πp−1.
2. The intertwining isomorphism and Mayer-Vietoris triangles
In this section, we recall from [3, 1.4] some basic notions on recollements. We
study the intertwining isomorphism and Mayer-Vietoris triangles.
We fix the notation and convention. For an additive functor F : C → D between
additive categories, we denote by Ker F the full subcategory of C formed by those
objects annihilated by F . Denote by Im F the essential image of F , which is defined
to be the full subcategory of D formed by those objects isomorphic to F (C) for
some object C ∈ C.
Let T and T ′ be two triangulated categories with the translation functors Σ
and Σ′, respectively. Recall that a triangle functor (F, ω) : T → T ′ consists of an
additive functor F : T → T ′ and a natural isomorphism ω : FΣ → Σ′F , called the
connecting isomorphism, such that each exact triangle X → Y → Z
h
→ Σ(X) in T
is sent to an exact triangle F (X)→ F (Y )→ F (Z)
ωX◦F (f)
−−−−−−→ Σ′F (X) in T ′. In the
sequel, we will suppress the connecting isomorphism ω, and identify FΣ with Σ′F .
Moreover, we will denote the translation functor of any triangulated category by
the same symbol Σ.
2.1. The intertwining isomorphism. By an exact sequence of triangulated cat-
egories, we mean a diagram of triangle functors
T ′
i
−→ T
j
−→ T ′′
such that i is fully faithful with Im i = Ker j and that j induces an equivalence
T /Ker j ≃ T ′′. Here, T /Ker j denotes the Verdier quotient of T by Ker j.
Recall from [3, 1.4] that a recollement (T ′, T , T ′′) consists of three triangulated
categories T ′, T and T ′′ connected with six triangle functors,
T ′ i // T j //
iλxx
iρ
ff T
′′
jλ
xx
jρ
ff(2.1)
which are subject to the following conditions.
(1) (iλ, i), (i, iρ), (jλ, j) and (j, jρ) are adjoint pairs.
(2) The functors i, jλ and jρ are fully faithful.
(3) The composition ji ≃ 0. Consequently, we have iλjλ ≃ 0 ≃ iρjρ.
(4) For each X ∈ T , there are exact triangles
iiρ(X)
εX−−→ X
ηX
−−→ jρj(X)
δX−−→ Σiiρ(X)(2.2)
and
jλj(X)
φX
−−→ X
ψX
−−→ iiλ(X)
σX−−→ Σjλj(X).(2.3)
In the recollement above, each level gives rise to an exact sequence of triangulated
categories. In particular, we have Im i = Ker j, and identify j as the Verdier
quotient functor T → T /Ker j.
The above exact triangles (2.2) and (2.3) are functorial in X . Therefore, they
might be written as follows:
iiρ
ε
−→ IdT
η
−→ jρj
δ
−→ Σiiρ,
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and
jλj
φ
−→ IdT
ψ
−→ iiλ
σ
−→ Σjλj.
We will call such triangles functorial exact triangles.
We recall that ε and φ are the counits of the adjoint pairs (i, iρ) and (jλ, j),
respectively, and that η and ψ are the units of (j, jρ) and (iλ, i), respectively. In
the above exact triangles, the morphisms δ and σ are uniquely determined by these
counits and units. By convention, we will assume that Σ commutes with these six
triangle functors. However, we notice that δΣ = −Σδ and σΣ = −Σσ. Recall that
Σ is a triangle functor with the connecting isomorphism −IdΣ2 . Therefore, both δ
and σ are natural transformations between triangle functors.
The following convention will be used. We denote by ε′ : IdT ′ → iρi and
φ′ : IdT ′′ → jjλ the units of (i, iρ) and (jλ, j), respectively. Similarly, we denote by
η′ : jjρ → IdT ′′ and ψ
′ : iλi → IdT ′ the counits of (j, jρ) and (iλ, i), respectively.
They are all natural isomorphisms, and commute with Σ.
Consider the following composition
jλj
φ
−→ IdT
η
−→ jρj.
Since j is identified with the Verdier quotient functor, there is a unique natural
transformation
N : jλ −→ jρ,
called the norm morphism, satisfying Nj = η ◦φ; compare [3, 1.4.6 b)] and [6, 4.1].
Lemma 2.1. We have N = (jρφ
′)−1 ◦ ηjλ = φjρ ◦ (jλη
′)−1.
Proof. We only prove the first equality. Since j is identified with the Verdier quo-
tient functor, it suffices to show the following identity
Nj = (jρφ
′j)−1 ◦ ηjλj.
By the adjoint pair (jλ, j), we have (φ
′j)−1 = jφ. Therefore, the right hand side
equals jρjφ◦ηjλj, which further equals η◦φ by the naturalness of η. This completes
the proof. 
The following result is partially due to [3, 1.4.6 c)].
Proposition 2.2. In the following diagram, the two rows are functorial exact tri-
angles.
Σ−1iiλjρ
Σ−1iξ

−jλη
′
◦Σ−1σjρ // jλ
N // jρ
ψjρ // iiλjρ
iξ

iiρjλ
εjλ // jλ
N // jρ
δjλ◦jρφ
′
// Σiiρjλ
(2.4)
Then there is a unique natural isomorphism
ξ : iλjρ
∼
−→ Σiρjλ,
which makes the diagram commute. Moreover, we have
ξ = Σψ′iρjλ ◦ iλδjλ ◦ iλjρφ
′ = −Σiρjλη
′ ◦ iρσjρ ◦ ε
′iλjρ.
We will refer to ξ as the intertwining isomorphism for the recollement (2.1).
Proof. We apply (2.3) to jρ(Y ) for Y ∈ T
′′, and identify jλjjρ(Y ) with jλ(Y )
via the isomorphism jλ(η
′
Y ). In view of Lemma 2.1, the resulting triangle can be
rotated to the upper row of the above diagram. Similarly, the lower row is obtained
by applying (2.2) to jλ(Y ) and the isomorphism jρ(φ
′
Y ).
Recall that i is fully faithful. By (TR3), we deduce the isomorphism ξY making
the diagram commute. It is standard to deduce the uniqueness of ξY from the
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fact that HomT (Σjλ(Y ),Σiiρjλ(Y )) = 0. The uniqueness of ξY also implies its
naturalness.
For the last identity, we only prove the first equality. Indeed, we have
ξ = ξ ◦ ψ′iλjρ ◦ iλψjρ
= Σψ′iρjλ ◦ iλiξ ◦ iλψjρ
= Σψ′iρjλ ◦ iλδjλ ◦ iλjρφ
′.
Here, the first equality uses the fact that ψ′iλ ◦ iλψ = Idiλ , the second one uses the
naturalness of ψ′ and the last one uses the rightmost square in (2.4). 
Remark 2.3. By the argument in the second paragraph of the above proof, the
isomorphism ξ is already unique if it is required to make the rightmost square in
(2.4) commute.
Consider the following composition
iiρ
ε
−→ IdT
ψ
−→ iiλ.
Since i is fully faithful, there is a unique natural transformation
C : iρ −→ iλ,
called the conorm morphism, satisfying iC = ψ ◦ ε; compare [3, 1.4.6 a)].
The following fact is similar to Lemma 2.1. We omit the similar proof.
Lemma 2.4. We have C = (ε′iλ)
−1 ◦ iρψ = iλε ◦ (ψ
′iρ)
−1.
The following result is analogous to Proposition 2.2. We recall the intertwining
isomorphism ξ therein.
Proposition 2.5. The following diagram is commutative,
Σ−1iλjρj
−Σ−1ξj

−ψ′iρ◦Σ
−1iλδ // iρ
C // iλ
iλη // iλjρj
−ξj

iρjλj
iρφ // iρ
C // iλ
iρσ◦ε
′iλ // Σiρjλj
(2.5)
and its rows are functorial exact triangles.
Proof. We apply iλ to (2.2), and identify iλiiρ(X) with iρ(X) via the isomorphism
ψ′iρ(X). In view of Lemma 2.4, the resulting triangle can be rotated to obtain the
upper row. Similarly, for the lower row, we just apply iρ to (2.3) and use the
isomorphism ε′
iλ(X)
.
For the commutativity of the rightmost square, we have
ξj ◦ iλη = −Σiρjλη
′j ◦ iρσjρj ◦ ε
′iλjρj ◦ iλη
= −Σiρjλη
′j ◦ Σiρjλjη ◦ iρσ ◦ ε
′iλ
= −iρσ ◦ ε
′iλ.
Here, the first equality uses the last statement in Proposition 2.2, the second one
use the naturalness of iρσ ◦ ε
′iλ : iλ → Σiρjλj, and the last one uses the fact that
η′j ◦ jη = Idj . Similarly, one proves the commutativity of the leftmost square. 
The following observation seems to be new, and reveals a certain compatibility
of the morphisms in (2.2) and (2.3).
Corollary 2.6. We have δjλj ◦ jρφ
′j ◦ η = −iiρσ ◦ iε
′iλ ◦ ψ.
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Proof. By the rightmost square in (2.4), we have the first equality of the following
identity.
δjλj ◦ jρφ
′j ◦ η = iξj ◦ ψjρj ◦ η
= iξj ◦ iiλη ◦ ψ
= −iiρσ ◦ iε
′iλ ◦ ψ
Here, the second equality uses the naturalness of ψ, and the last one uses the
rightmost square in (2.5). 
2.2. Mayer-Vietoris triangles. Let T be a triangulated category with transla-
tion functor Σ. We denote by Σ−1 the quasi-inverse of Σ.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that there are exact triangles in T : U
f
→ V
b
→ Z
z
→
Σ(U), Y
a
→ V
g
→ W
w
→ Σ(Y ), and X
x
→ U
g◦f
−−→ W
y
→ Σ(X). Assume further
that HomT (X,Σ
−1(W )) = 0 = HomT (U,X). Then there are unique morphisms
u : X → Y and v : Z → Σ(X) such that the following diagram commutes and that
the leftmost column is also exact.
X
x //
u

U
f

g◦f // W
y // Σ(X)
Σ(u)

Y
b◦a

a // V
b

g // W
y

w // Σ(Y )
Z
v

Z
z

−v // Σ(X)
Σ(X)
Σ(x) // Σ(U)
Moreover, both the triangles
X
( u
−x)
−−−→ Y ⊕ U
(a,f)
−−−→ V
y◦g
−−→ Σ(X)
and
V
( b
−g)
−−−→ Z ⊕W
(−v,y)
−−−−→ Σ(X)
−Σ(f◦x)
−−−−−−→ Σ(V )
are exact.
Proof. The existence of u and v follows from the octahedral axiom (TR4). For the
uniqueness of u, we assume that there is another morphism u′ : X → Y such that the
square in the left upper corner commutes. Then a◦ (u−u′) = 0, which implies that
u−u′ factors through −Σ−1(w) : Σ−1(W )→ Y . In view of HomT (X,Σ
−1(W )) = 0,
we infer that u = u′. Similarly, we obtain the uniqueness of v. By the uniqueness
of these two morphisms and [20, Proposition 1.4.6], we infer the above two exact
triangles. 
We assume that we are given the recollement (2.1). Keep the assumptions and
notation therein. We mention that the following Mayer-Vietoris triangles are par-
tially obtained in [24, Proposition 5.10] with a different argument.
Proposition 2.8. We have the following functorial exact triangles:
iiρjλj
( iiρφ
−εjλj
)
−−−−−→ iiρ ⊕ jλj
(ε,φ)
−−−→ IdT
δjλj◦jρφ
′j◦η
−−−−−−−−→ Σiiρjλj
and
IdT
( ψ
−η)
−−−→ iiλ ⊕ jρj
(−iiρσ◦iε
′iλ, δjλj◦jρφ
′j)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Σiiρjλj
−Σ(φ◦εjλj)
−−−−−−−−→ Σ.
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Proof. Since ji ≃ 0, we obtain
HomT (iiρjλj(X),Σ
−1jρj(X)) = 0 = HomT (jλj(X), iiρjλj(X))
by the adjoint pairs (j, jρ) and (jλ, j). Recall that Nj = η ◦ φ. The lower row of
(2.4) yields the following functorial exact triangle
iiρjλj
εjλj
−→ jλj
η◦φ
−→ jρj
δjλj◦jρφ
′j
−−−−−−−→ Σiiρjλj.
We apply Lemma 2.7 to the above triangle together with (2.3) and (2.2); compare
[3, 1.4.7].
iiρjλj
εjλj //
u

jλj
φ

η◦φ // jρj
δjλj◦jρφ
′j // Σiiλjρj
Σ(u)

iiρ
ψ◦ε

ε // IdT
ψ

η // jρj
δjλj◦jρφ
′j

δ // Σiiρ
iiλ
v

iiλ
σ

−v // Σiiρjλj
Σiiρjλj
Σεjλj // Σjλj
The uniquely determined morphism u has to be iiρφ. In view of Corollary 2.6 and
the central square, we infer that the uniquely determined morphism v has to be
iiρσ ◦ iε
′iλ. Then the required exact triangles follow immediately. 
Remark 2.9. (1) Recall that iC = ψ ◦ ε. We observe that the leftmost column in
the octahedral diagram might be obtained by applying i to the lower row of (2.5).
(2) The morphism v that makes the bottom square in the octahedral diagram
commute, is already unique. In other words, v has to be iiρσ ◦ iε
′iλ. Then the
commutativity of the central square yields another proof of Corollary 2.6.
3. Recollements and comma categories
In this section, we prove Theorem A (= Theorem 3.2). We begin with the comma
category and the cone functor.
Let G : A → B be an additive functor between additive categories. By the kernel
ideal of G, we mean the class of all morphisms in A that are annihilated by G.
For an ideal I of A, we denote by A/I the factor category. Then the kernel ideal
of the projection functor Pr: A → A/I coincides with I. For an additive full
subcategory S of A, we denote by [S] the idempotent ideal consisting of those
morphisms factoring through objects in S. The factor category A/[S] is usually
denoted by A/S.
Let T be a triangulated category and F : A → T be an additive functor. We
have two comma categories (F ↓ T ) and (T ↓ F ). The objects in (F ↓ T ) are
triples (A,X ; f), where A ∈ A and X ∈ T are objects and f : F (A) → X is
a morphism in T . The morphisms (a, b) : (A,X ; f) → (A′, X ′; f ′) are given by
morphisms a : A→ A′ in A and b : X → X ′ in T satisfying f ′ ◦ F (a) = b ◦ f . The
composition of morphisms is defined naturally.
We say that a morphism (a, b) : (A,X ; f)→ (A′, X ′; f ′) is right trivial, provided
that a = 0 and b factors through f ′ in T . These morphisms form an ideal RT
for (F ↓ T ). Then we have the factor category (F ↓ T )/RT. We claim that the
ideal RT is square zero. Indeed, for two right trivial morphisms (0, b) : (A,X ; f)→
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(A′, X ′; f ′) and (0, b′) : (A′, X ′; f ′)→ (A′′, X ′′; f ′′), we have that b factors through
f ′ and that b′ ◦ f ′ = f ′′ ◦ F (0) = 0. Then we infer that b′ ◦ b = 0.
Dually, the objects in (T ↓ F ) are triples (Y,A; g) with Y ∈ T , A ∈ A and
g : Y → F (A) a morphism in T . The morphisms and their composition are defined
similarly. A morphism (c, a) : (Y,A; g) → (Y ′, A′; g′) is left trivial, provided that
a = 0 and c : Y → Y ′ factors through g in T . Such morphisms form an ideal LT
of (T ↓ F ), which is also square zero. We have the corresponding factor category
(T ↓ F )/LT.
Given an object (Y,A; g) in (T ↓ F ), we form an exact triangle in T
Y
g
−→ F (A)
f
−→ X −→ Σ(Y ).
The obtained object (A,X ; f) in (F ↓ T ) will be denoted by Cone(Y,A; g). For a
morphism (c, a) : (Y,A; g)→ (Y ′, A′; g′), by the axiom (TR3) there is a commuta-
tive diagram in T .
Y
g //
c

F (A)
F (a)

f // X
b

// Σ(Y )
Σ(c)

Y
g′ // F (A′)
f ′ // X ′ // Σ(Y ′)
(3.1)
It is well known that the morphism b : X → X ′ is not unique in general. However, if
there is another b′ making the diagram commute, their difference b− b′ necessarily
factors through f ′. Consequently, the following cone functor
Cone: (T ↓ F ) −→ (F ↓ T )/RT, (Y,A; g) 7→ (A,X ; f), (c, a) 7→ (a, b)
is well defined. Since the functor vanishes on the ideal LT, it induces uniquely the
following functor
Cone: (T ↓ F )/LT −→ (F ↓ T )/RT.
Here, we abuse the notation.
Lemma 3.1. The cone functor Cone: (T ↓ F )/LT → (F ↓ T )/RT is an equiva-
lence of categories.
Proof. It is clear that the cone functor is dense. The axiom (TR3) implies that it
is also full. For the faithfulness, we just observe that in (3.1), the morphism (c, a)
lies in LT if and only if (a, b) lies in RT. 
In what follows, we assume that we are given the recollement (2.1). We keep the
notation therein. In particular, we have the functor
iρjλ : T
′′ −→ T ′.
For each X ∈ T , we have a morphism iρ(φX) : iρjλj(X) → iρ(X). It might be
viewed as an object (j(X), iρ(X); iρ(φX)) in the comma category (iρjλ ↓ T
′).
Therefore, we have the following well-defined functor
Φ: T −→ (iρjλ ↓ T
′), X 7→ (j(X), iρ(X); iρ(φX)), f 7→ (j(f), iρ(f)).
The first main result compares the middle category T in the recollement (2.1)
with the comma category (iρjλ ↓ T
′).
Theorem 3.2. Keep the assumptions and notation as above. Then the functor
Φ: T −→ (iρjλ ↓ T
′)
is full and dense, and the kernel ideal is square zero. In particular, the functor Φ
is an epivalence.
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Proof. For the fullness, we take an arbitrary morphism
(a, b) : (j(X), iρ(X); iρ(φX)) −→ (j(Y ), iρ(Y ); iρ(φY ))
in (iρjλ ↓ T
′). We have the following identities
φY ◦ jλ(a) ◦ εjλj(X) = εY ◦ iiρ(φY ) ◦ iiρjλ(a)
= εY ◦ i(b) ◦ iiρ(φX),
where the first equality uses the naturalness of ε and the second one uses the
condition iρ(φY ) ◦ iρjλ(a) = b ◦ iρ(φX) of the given morphism (a, b). In other
words, we have
(εY ◦ i(b), φY ◦ jλ(a)) ◦
(
iiρ(φX)
−εjλj(X)
)
= 0.
Recall from Proposition 2.8 that we have the following exact triangle
iiρjλj(X)
( iiρ(φX )
−εjλj(X)
)
−−−−−−−→ iiρ(X)⊕ jλj(X)
(εX ,φX)
−−−−−→ X
δjλj(X)◦jρ(φ
′
j(X))◦ηX
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Σiiρjλj(X).
(3.2)
Hence, there is a morphism f : X → Y in T satisfying
(εY ◦ i(b), φY ◦ jλ(a)) = f ◦ (εX , φX).
Then it follows that iρ(f) = b and j(f) = a, proving the required fullness.
For the denseness, we take an object (A,Z; f) in (iρjλ ↓ T
′), where f : iρjλ(A)→
Z is a morphism in T ′. Consider the following exact triangle
iiρjλ(A)
( i(f)
−εjλ(A)
)
−−−−−−→ i(Z)⊕ jλ(A)
(x,y)
−−−→ C −→ Σiiρjλ(A)
in T . Applying j to it, we infer that j(y) is an isomorphism. Applying iρ to it and
using the fact that iρε is an isomorphism, we infer that iρ(x) is also an isomorphism.
Recall that φ′ : IdT ′′ → jjλ and ε
′ : IdT ′ → iρi are the units of (jλ, j) and (i, iρ),
respectively. They are both isomorphisms. We claim that
(j(y) ◦ φ′A, iρ(x) ◦ ε
′
Z) : (A,Z; f) −→ (j(C), iρ(C); iρ(φC))
is an isomorphism. It suffices to observe the following identity.
(iρ(x) ◦ ε
′
Z) ◦ f = iρ(x) ◦ iρi(f) ◦ ε
′
iρjλ(A)
= iρ(y ◦ εjλ(A)) ◦ ε
′
iρjλ(A)
= iρ(y)
= iρ(y) ◦ iρφjλ(A) ◦ iρjλ(φ
′
A)
= iρ(φC) ◦ iρjλj(y) ◦ iρjλ(φ
′
A)
= iρ(φC) ◦ iρjλ(j(y) ◦ φ
′
A)
Here, the first equality uses the naturalness of ε′, the second one uses the fact that
x ◦ i(f) = y ◦ εjλ(A), and the third one uses the fact that iρε ◦ ε
′iρ is the identity
transformation. Similarly, the fourth one uses the fact that φjλ ◦jλφ
′ is the identity
transformation. The fifth equality uses the naturalness of φ.
Take two morphisms f : X → Y and f ′ : Y → W from the kernel ideal of Φ.
Since j(f) = 0, it follows that f factors through some object i(A) for some A ∈ T ′.
By iρ(f
′) = 0, we infer that f ′ factors through jρ(B) for some B ∈ T
′′. But we
have HomT (i(A), jρ(B)) ≃ HomT ′′(ji(A), B) = 0. It follows that f
′ ◦ f = 0. This
completes the proof. 
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Remark 3.3. We apply T (−, Y ) to the exact triangle (3.2). Then the argument
in the first paragraph of the proof actually yields the following exact sequence
T (Σiiρjλj(X), Y ) −→ T (X,Y )
Φ
−→ (iρjλ ↓ T
′)(Φ(X),Φ(Y )) −→ 0.
Dually, we consider the functor
iλjρ : T
′′ −→ T ′,
and then the comma category (T ′ ↓ iλjρ). We have the following functor
Ψ: T −→ (T ′ ↓ iλjρ), X 7→ (iλ(X), j(X); iλ(ηX)), f 7→ (iλ(f), j(f)).
It turns out that Ψ is full and dense with a square-zero kernel ideal.
The functors Φ and Ψ are related in the following diagram, which commutes up
to natural isomorphisms.
T
Ψ

Φ // (iρjλ ↓ T
′)
Pr // (iρjλ ↓ T
′)/RT
Σ˜

(T ′ ↓ iλjρ)
Pr // (T ′ ↓ iλjρ)/LT
Cone // (iλjρ ↓ T
′)/RT
Here, the two “Pr” denote the projection functors, and “Cone” is the cone func-
tor in Lemma 3.1. For the equivalence Σ˜, we recall the intertwining isomor-
phism ξ : iλjρ → Σiρjλ in Proposition 2.2. The equivalence Σ˜ sends (A,Z; f)
to (A,Σ(Z); Σ(f) ◦ ξA).
To verify the commutativity of the diagram, we rotate the upper row of (2.5) to
obtain the following exact triangle
iρ(X)
CX−→ iλ(X)
iλ(ηX )
−−−−→ iλjρj(X)
Σ(ψ′iρ(X))◦iλ(δX )
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Σiρ(X).
So, we have
Cone ◦ Pr ◦Ψ(X) = (j(X),Σiρ(X); Σ(ψ
′
iρ(X)
) ◦ iλ(δX)).
On the other hand, we have
Σ˜ ◦ Pr ◦ Φ(X) = (j(X),Σiρ(X); Σiρ(φX) ◦ ξj(X)).
By the leftmost square of (2.5), we do have
Σ(ψ′iρ(X)) ◦ iλ(δX) = Σiρ(φX) ◦ ξj(X).
This proves the required commutativity.
4. Morphic enhancements and module categories
In this section, we apply Theorem 3.2 to morphic enhancements. Recall that the
notion of a morphic enhancement is formally introduced in [14, Appendix C]. In
fact, its study goes back to [12, Section 6], since a morphic enhancement appears
as the first level in a tower of triangulated categories. We will prove Theorem B (=
Theorem 4.4), which relates the enhancing category to the module category over
the given triangulated category.
Let T and T1 be triangulated categories. By a morphic enhancement of T , we
mean a fully faithful triangle functor i : T → T1 which fits into a recollement
T i // T1 j //
iλxx
iρ
ff T
jλww
jρ
gg(4.1)
such that (iρ, jλ) is an adjoint pair.
We keep the notation in the previous section: ε and φ denote the counits of the
adjoint pairs (i, iρ) and (jλ, j), respectively, and η and ψ denote the unit of (j, jρ)
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and (iλ, i), respectively. In particular, ξ : iλjρ → Σiρjλ denotes the intertwining
isomorphism.
For the new adjoint pair (iρ, jλ), we will use θ : IdT1 → jλiρ and θ
′ : iρjλ → IdT
to denote its unit and counit, respectively. Then θ′ is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.1. We have (Σjλε
′)−1 ◦ θΣi = Σεjλ ◦ (Σiθ
′)−1 : Σi→ Σjλ.
Proof. Recall that iρ : T1 → T is identified with the Verdier quotient functor. So,
it suffices to prove the following identity
(Σjλε
′iρ)
−1 ◦ θΣiiρ = Σεjλiρ ◦ (Σiθ
′iρ)
−1.
We use the identities (ε′iρ)
−1 = iρε and (θ
′iρ)
−1 = iρθ from the corresponding
adjunctions, and identify θΣ as Σθ. Then the above identity is equivalent to
Σjλiρε ◦ Σθiiρ = Σεjλiρ ◦ Σiiρθ.
This identity is standard, since both sides equal Σ(θ ◦ ε). 
The following observation is essentially due to [14, Proposition C.3 a)].
Lemma 4.2. Keep the notation as above. Then (jρ,Σ
−1iλ) is an adjoint pair.
Moreover, its unit ζ′ : IdT → (Σ
−1iλ)jρ can be chosen such that (ζ
′)−1 = θ′ ◦Σ−1ξ
holds.
We will always choose such a unit ζ′ as above. The corresponding counit is
denoted by ζ : jρ(Σ
−1iλ)→ IdT1 .
Proof. Since iρ has a right adjoint jλ, it follows that jρ has a right adjoint, say p.
Denote the unit of (jρ, p) by x : IdT → pjρ, which is an isomorphism. We recall
the isomorphism θ′ ◦ Σ−1ξ : (Σ−1iλ)jρ → IdT . We observe that Ker p = Im jλ =
Ker iλ. Then both p and Σ
−1iλ factor uniquely through the Verdier quotient
functor can: T1 → T1/Ker p; moreover, the composition can ◦ jρ is an equivalence.
Combining these facts, we obtain a unique natural isomorphism a : Σ−1iλ → p such
that
ajρ = x ◦ θ
′ ◦ Σ−1ξ.
Then the unit ζ′ for (jρ,Σ
−1iλ) is given by ζ
′ = (ajρ)
−1 ◦ x, which equals (θ′ ◦
Σ−1ξ)−1. 
We have the following recollement.
T jλ // T1 Σ−1iλ //
iρ
xx
j
ff T
jρww
Σi
gg(4.2)
It implies that jλ : T → T1 is also a morphic enhancement. The corresponding
functorial exact triangles are given by (2.3) and the following ones
jρΣ
−1iλ(X)
ζX
−−→ X
θX−−→ jλiρ(X)
∂X−→ jρiλ(X)(4.3)
for each X ∈ T1.
By iterating the above argument, we infer that the functor jρ : T → T1 is a
morphic enhancement, which fits into the following recollement.
T jρ // T1 Σ−1iρ //
j
xx
Σ−1iλ
ff T
Σiww
Σjλ
gg(4.4)
The corresponding functorial exact triangles are given by (4.3) and (2.2).
We will consider the following functorial triangle
j
α
−→ iρ
β
−→ iλ
γ
−→ Σj,(4.5)
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where α = iρφ ◦ (θ
′j)−1, β = iλε ◦ (ψ
′iρ)
−1 and γ = Σjζ ◦ (η′iλ)
−1. In view of
Lemma 2.4, we observe that α, β and Σ−1γ are precisely the conorm morphisms of
the recollements (4.2), (4.1) and (4.4), respectively.
The third statement of the following lemma is due to [14, Proposition C.3 b)] in
a slightly different setting.
Proposition 4.3. Keep the notation and assumptions as above. Then the following
statements hold.
(1) The intertwining isomorphism for (4.2) is given by −Σ(ε′ ◦ η′)−1 : iρ(Σi) =
Σiρi→ Σjjρ.
(2) We have γ = Σθ′j ◦ iρσ ◦ ε
′iλ.
(3) The functorial triangle (4.5) is exact.
Proof. We denote by ξ¯ the intertwining isomorphism of (4.2). Applying Proposi-
tion 2.2 and Remark 2.3, ξ¯ is uniquely determined by the following commutative
diagram.
Σi
θΣi // jλiρ(Σi) = Σjλiρi
jλξ¯

Σi
σjρ◦Σiζ
′
// Σjλjjρ
Then (1) follows from the following identity
jλΣ(ε
′ ◦ η′)−1 ◦ θΣi = (Σjλη
′)−1 ◦ (Σjλε
′)−1 ◦ θΣi
= (Σjλη
′)−1 ◦ Σεjλ ◦ (Σiθ
′)−1
= −σjρ ◦ (iξ)
−1 ◦ (Σiθ′)−1
= −σjρ ◦ Σiζ
′,
where the second equality uses Lemma 4.1, the third one uses the leftmost square
in (2.4) and the last one uses the choice of ζ′ in Lemma 4.2.
We apply Proposition 2.5 to (4.2) and obtain the following commutative diagram.
Σ−1iρiiλ
−Σ−2ξ¯iλ

−θ′j◦Σ−1iρσ // j
α // iρ
iρψ // iρ(Σi)(Σ
−1iλ) = iρiiλ
−Σ−1 ξ¯iλ

Σ−1jjρiλ
jζ // j
α // iρ
j∂◦φ′iρ // Σjjρ(Σ
−1iλ) = jjρiλ
Here, for the leftmost vertical arrow, we identify ξ¯(Σ−1iλ) with Σ
−1ξ¯iλ. Note that
−Σ−1ξ¯ = (ε′ ◦ η′)−1. Then (2) follows immediately from the leftmost square and
the definition of γ.
By (2), we have the following commutative diagram.
iρjλj
θ′j

iρφ // iρ
β // iλ
iρσ◦ε
′iλ // Σiρjλj
Σθ′j

j
α // iρ
β // iλ
γ // Σj
The upper row is exact since it is the same as the lower row of (2.5). Then (3)
follows immediately. 
Recall that the comma category (IdT ↓ T ) is just the morphism category mor(T )
of T . The objects of mor(T ) are the morphisms in T , and the morphisms are given
by commutative squares in T . We identify iρjλ with IdT via the isomorphism
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θ′ : iρjλ → IdT . Then the epivalence in Theorem 3.2 for the recollement (4.1)
yields the following epivalence
Φ: T1 −→ mor(T ), X 7→ (j(X), iρ(X); iρ(φX) ◦ (θ
′
j(X))
−1) = (j(X), iρ(X);αX).
We mention that this epivalence is due to [14, Theorem C.1].
Similarly, for the recollement (4.2), we use the isomorphism η′ : jjρ → IdT and
obtain the following epivalence
Φλ : T1 −→ mor(T ), X 7→(Σ
−1iλ(X), j(X); j(ζX) ◦ (η
′
Σ−1iλ(X)
)−1)
= (Σ−1iλ(X), j(X); Σ
−1(γX)).
For the recollement (4.4), we use the isomorphism ψ′ : (Σ−1iλ)(Σi) = iλi → IdT
and obtain the following epivalence
Φρ : T1 −→ mor(T ), X 7→(Σ
−1iρ(X),Σ
−1iλ(X); Σ
−1iλ(εX) ◦ (Σ
−1ψ′iρ(X))
−1)
= (Σ−1iρ(X),Σ
−1iλ(X); Σ
−1(βX)).
Denote by mod-T the category of finitely presented contravariant functors from
T to the category of abelian groups, also known as the module category over T . It
is a Frobenius abelian category. For each A ∈ T , the corresponding representable
functor is denoted by T (−, A). Denote by mod-T the stable category modulo these
representable functors. Denote by Ω: mod-T → mod-T the syzygy functor, and by
Ω−1 its quasi-inverse.
It is well known that the following functor
Cok: mor(T ) −→ mod-T , (A,B;u) 7→ Cok(T (−, A)
T (−,u)
−−−−−→ T (−, B)),
is full and dense; compare the proof of [1, Theorem 1.1]. We denote by Hpt the
ideal of mor(T ) consisting of those morphisms (a, b) : (A,B; f) → (A′, B′; f ′) such
that there exists a morphism h : B → A′ such that f ′ ◦ h ◦ f = f ′ ◦ a = b ◦ f . In
view of [2, Proposition IV.1.6], the functor “Cok” induces an equivalence
Cok: mor(T )/Hpt
∼
−→ mod-T .
We observe that RT,LT ⊆ Hpt. Moreover, the cone functor as in Lemma 3.1
Cone: mor(T )/Hpt −→ mor(T )/Hpt
is also well-defined. The following commutative diagram is standard; compare [13,
Appendix B].
mor(T )/Hpt
Cone

Cok // mod-T
Ω−1

mor(T )/Hpt
Cok // mod-T
The following second main result relates the enhancing category T1 to the module
category over T .
Theorem 4.4. Keep the above notation. Then the following statements hold.
(1) The composite functor Cok ◦Φ is full and dense, and induces equivalences
T1/(Im jλ + Im jρ)
∼
−→ mod-T and T1/(Im i+ Im jλ + Im jρ)
∼
−→ mod-T .
(2) The composite functor Cok◦Φλ is full and dense, and induces equivalences
T1/(Im jρ + Im i)
∼
−→ mod-T and T1/(Im i+ Im jλ + Im jρ)
∼
−→ mod-T .
(3) The composite functor Cok◦Φρ is full and dense, and induces equivalences
T1/(Im i+ Im jλ)
∼
−→ mod-T and T1/(Im i+ Im jλ + Im jρ)
∼
−→ mod-T .
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Proof. Observe that Im Σi = Im i and Im Σjλ = Im jλ. Since all the functors i, jλ
and jρ are morphic enhancements of T , it suffices to prove (1).
Recall that “Cok” is full and dense. By Theorem 3.2, we infer that the composite
functor Cok ◦Φ is full and dense. We claim that the kernel ideal of Cok ◦Φ equals
[Im jλ + Im jρ], the idempotent ideal given by Im jλ + Im jρ.
Recall that φjλ(A) is an isomorphism for each A ∈ T . It follows that Cok ◦ Φ
vanishes on jλ(A). The vanishing on Im jρ is clear by the fact iρjρ ≃ 0. Therefore,
the kernel ideal contains [Im jλ + Im jρ].
For the converse inclusion, we take a morphism f : X → Y in the kernel ideal. By
the vanishing of Cok on Φ(f), we infer that iρ(f) factors through iρ(φY )◦(θ
′
j(Y ))
−1,
or equivalently, through iρ(φY ). By the adjoint pair (iρ, jλ), we infer that θY ◦ f =
jλiρ(φY ) ◦ x for some morphism x : X → jλiρjλj(Y ).
Recall that α = iρφ◦ (θ
′j)−1 : j → iρ is the conorm morphism for (4.2); compare
Lemma 2.4. Then we have jλα = θ ◦ φ. Consequently, we have
jλiρ(φY ) = θY ◦ φY ◦ jλ(θ
′
j(Y )).
Then we infer that
θY ◦ (f − φY ◦ jλ(θ
′
j(Y )) ◦ x) = 0.
It follows by the exact triangle (4.3) that f − φY ◦ jλ(θ
′
j(Y )) ◦ x factor through ζY .
In particular, we infer that f factors through the object jλj(Y )⊕jρΣ
−1iλ(Y ). This
implies that f lies in [Im jλ+ Im jρ]. This proves the claim and the equivalence on
the left.
For the equivalence on the right, we observe that
Φ(iX) = (0, iρi(X); 0) ≃ (0, X ; 0)
for each X ∈ T . Therefore, we have Cok ◦ Φ(iX) ≃ Cok(0, X ; 0), which is further
isomorphic to the representable functor T (−, X). Then the required equivalence
follows immediately. 
Remark 4.5. The above equivalences are related as shown by the following com-
mutative diagram.
T1
Φ◦Σ−1 // mor(T )
Pr // mor(T )/Hpt
Cone

Cok // mod-T
Ω−1

T1
Φρ // mor(T )
Pr // mor(T )/Hpt
Cone

Cok // mod-T
Ω−1

T1
Φλ // mor(T )
Pr // mor(T )/Hpt
Cone

Cok // mod-T
Ω−1

T1
Φ // mor(T )
Pr // mor(T )/Hpt
Cok // mod-T
Here, the “Pr’s ” denote the projection functors. For the commutative squares
on the left, we observe from the exact triangle (4.5) that Cone(Σ−1α) = Σ−1β,
Cone(Σ−1β) = Σ−1γ and Cone(Σ−1γ) = α. In view of the commutative outer
square, we recall the well-known fact that Ω−3 is naturally isomorphic to the functor
M 7→M ◦ Σ−1 for each M ∈ mod-T ; for example, see [13, Proposition B.2].
5. Examples
We will apply Theorem 4.4 to various inflation categories. We mention that
inflation categories are studied in [11, 12] and [21, 18, 10, 4] with quite different
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viewpoints. In Proposition 5.1, we relate the weighted projective line of weight type
(2, 3, p) to the Z-graded preprojective algebra of type Ap−1.
5.1. The inflation category. We follow [11, Appendix A] for the terminology on
exact categories. Let A be a Frobenius exact category and A its stable category
modulo projective objects. We denote by inf(A) the full subcategory of the mor-
phism category mor(A) consisting of inflations, called the inflation category. In
other words, an object (X1, X0; f) belongs to inf(A) if and only if f : X1 → X0 is
an inflation in A.
We observe that inf(A) is a Frobenius category, whose conflations are precisely
those sequences in inf(A)
(X1, X0; f) −→ (Y1, Y0; g) −→ (Z1, Z0;h),
whose domain and codomain sequences are conflations in A. An object (P1, P0; f)
is projective in inf(A) if and only if both Pi are projective in A; therefore, it is
isomorphic to (P1, P1; IdP1) ⊕ (0, Q; 0), where Q is the cokernel of the inflation
f : P1 → P0; compare [4, Lemma 2.1]. We denote by inf(A) its stable category.
Denote by pi : inf(A) → A the obvious functors such that pi(X1, X0; f) = Xi for
i = 0, 1.
The canonical embedding i : A → inf(A) sending A to (A,A; IdA) turns out
be a morphic enhancement; compare [11, 6.1] and [14, C.2]. Indeed, we have the
following recollement.
A i // inf(A) j //
p0
ww
p1
gg A
jλuu
jρ
ii
Here, the functors jλ and jρ are given by jλ(A) = (A,Q(A); iA) and jρ(A) =
(0,Ω−1(A); 0), where for each object A, iA : A → Q(A) is a chosen inflation with
Q(A) projective. The functor j is given by j(X1, X0, f) = ΩCok(f).
Applying Theorem 4.4, we obtain three functors
inf(A) −→ mod-A,
which realize mod-A as certain factor categories of inf(A). This recovers [19, Corol-
lary 1.3] in slightly different terminologies. For example, the composite functor
Cok ◦ Φρ ◦ Σ is given by
inf(A) −→ mod-A, (X1, X0; f) 7→ Cok(A(−, f) : A(−, X1)→ A(−, X0)).
We mention that [19, Corollary 1.3] extends the main results in [7]. Let A be
a selfinjective artin algebra and mod-A be the category of finitely generated right
A-modules. The corresponding inflation subcategory inf(mod-A) is usually denoted
by S(A), known as the submodule category over A. We assume that A is of finite
representation type. Let E be the direct sum of representatives of non-projective
indecomposable A-modules. Then EndA(E) = Λ is called the stable Auslander
algebra of A. There is a well-known equivalence
mod-(mod-A)
∼
−→ mod-Λ, F 7→ F (E).
Therefore, we obtain three functors
S(A) −→ mod-Λ,
each of which realizes mod-Λ as a factor category of S(A) by an idempotent ideal.
Two of these functors are studied in [7].
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5.2. Invariant subspaces and weighted projective lines. Let p ≥ 2 and A =
k[t]/(tp) be the truncated polynomial algebra over a field k. The category S(p) =
S(A) is extensively studied in [21, 22], known as the category of invariant subspaces
of nilpotent operators with nilpotency index at most p. The additive generator
of mod-A is given by E = ⊕p−2b=0k[t]/(t
b+1). The corresponding stable Auslander
algebra is isomorphic to the the preprojective algebra Πp−1 of type Ap−1, which is
given by the following quiver
1
a1   
2
b1
__
a2   
3
b2
__
  
· · ·aa
%%
p− 2
ap−2 %%
cc p− 1
bp−2
ff
subject to the relations b1a1 = 0 = ap−2bp−2 and aibi = bi+1ai+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 3.
Then the above three functors
S(p) −→ mod-Πp−1.
are studied in [23]; in particular, see [23, Section 9].
For the graded version, we view A = k[t]/(tp) as a Z-graded algebra with deg t =
1. Denote by modZ-A the category of graded A-modules. The degree-shift functor
s : modZ-A → modZ-A sends a graded A-module M to another graded A-module
s(M), which is graded by s(M)n = Mn+1 for n ∈ Z. The corresponding inflation
category inf(modZ-A) is denoted by SZ(p). The degree-shift functor s is defined
naturally on SZ(p) and its stable category SZ(p). We denote by τ the Auslander-
Reiten translation on SZ(p).
The preprojective algebra Πp−1 is Z-graded such that deg ai = 1 and deg bi = 0.
Therefore, we have the above three functors
SZ(p) −→ modZ-Πp−1.
They all induce equivalences
SZ(p)/UZ
∼
−→ modZ-Πp−1,(5.1)
where UZ is the smallest additive subcategory of SZ(p) containing those objects
(X,X ; IdX), (0, X ; 0) and (X,Q(X); iX), where X ∈ mod
Z-A and iX : X → Q(X)
is the injective hull of X .
We denote by X(2, 3, p) the weighted projective line of weight type (2, 3, p); see
[8]. The Picard group is a rank one abelian group
L(2, 3, p) = 〈~x1, ~x2, ~x3 | 2~x1 = 3~x2 = p~x3〉.
The line bundles are given by {O(~l) | ~l ∈ L(2, 3, p)}, where O = O(~0) is the
structure sheaf. The dualizing element ~ω = ~x1 − ~x2 − ~x3 plays a central role, since
the Picard shift functor F 7→ F(~ω) yields the Auslander-Reiten translation on the
category of coherent sheaves on X(2, 3, p).
The category vect-X(2, 3, p) of vector bundles is naturally a Frobenius exact
category, where the projective-injective objects are precisely direct sums of line
bundles; see [15]. Denote by vect-X(2, 3, p) the stable category of vector bundles.
We denote by V2 the smallest additive full subcategory of vect-X(2, 3, p) con-
taining all vector bundles of rank two. For each pair (a, b) satisfying a = 0, 1 and
0 ≤ b ≤ p− 2, there is a unique non-split extension
0 −→ O(~ω) −→ E〈a~x2 + b~x3〉 −→ O(a~x2 + b~x3) −→ 0.
These vector bundles E〈a~x2 + b~x3〉 are called the extension bundles ; see [15, Defi-
nition 4.1].
The main result of [16] states that there is an equivalence of triangulated cate-
gories
Θ: vect-X(2, 3, p)
∼
−→ SZ(p).
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The equivalence Θ is partially recovered in [5, Examples 3.3 and 4.3]. Under this
equivalence, the Picard shifts by ~ω and by ~x3 correspond to the functors τ and s
on SZ(p), respectively. More precisely, for each vector bundle F , we have
Θ(F(~ω)) ≃ τΘ(F) and Θ(F(~x3)) ≃ sΘ(F).(5.2)
The first statement of the following observation is implicit in [16, Lemma 5.7].
Proposition 5.1. We have Θ(V2) = U
Z. Consequently, we have an equivalence
vect-X(2, 3, p)/V2
∼
−→ modZ-Πp−1.
Proof. Recall from [16, Lemma 5.2] that L(2, 3, p) is generated by ~ω and ~x3. By
[15, Theorem 4.2], each indecomposable vector bundle F of rank two is of the form
E(~l) for some extension bundle E and ~l ∈ L(2, 3, p). Then using (5.2), we infer that
Θ(F) ≃ τmsnΘ(E) for some m,n ∈ Z.
By [16, Lemma 5.7], each object Θ(E) lies in UZ. For example, we have
Θ(E〈b~x3〉) = s
−1(0, k[t]/(tp−b−1); 0).
In view of [23, Section 10, p.68], we observe that UZ is closed under τ . It is clear that
UZ is closed under degree-shifts. Consequently, we have Θ(V2) ⊆ U
Z. On the other
hand, each indecomposable object in UZ is of the form τmsn(0, k[t]/(tp−b−1); 0) for
0 ≤ b ≤ p − 2 and m,n ∈ Z. Then the equality Θ(V2) = U
Z follows immediately.
The second statement is a consequence of the equivalence Θ and (5.1). 
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